RightRight-Sizing Your Power Infrastructure
How to optimize energy efficiency without impeding growth
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Executive Summary
Data centers today are undergoing unprecedented change, as new technologies such as virtualization,
cloud computing, and voice over IP help lower operating costs, conserve floor space and simplify
management.
Yet those same technologies are also impacting the data center power chain in significant and varying
ways. Some companies, for example, consolidated their servers only to find themselves with more energy
and cooling capacity than they need. Others installed hot, high-density blade servers only to find
themselves with less power than they require.
To compound matters, now is an especially poor time to bear the burdens of an oversized or undersized
power infrastructure. With margins tight and energy costs rising, no company can afford to spend more than
necessary on its electrical systems. Yet with IT playing a vital role in business success, organizations must
also ensure that they have enough clean, reliable power to keep mission-critical systems continuously
available.
Now more than ever, businesses need a power infrastructure that’s right-sized to their precise energy
requirements. This white paper discusses the ways in which new technologies are impacting power demand
patterns, explores the consequences of having too much power capacity or too little and then provides
concrete advice on strategies for right-sizing your power systems.
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Data Center Trends and Their Impact on Power Usage Patterns
Numerous factors contribute to the imbalance between power capacity and demand that many
organizations face today, but new and increasingly popular technologies such as the following have played
an especially important role in recent years:
Virtualization: Under virtualization, a single physical server supports multiple “virtual machines,” each with
its own operating system and applications. This enables organizations to reduce hardware procurement and
maintenance costs by consolidating underutilized servers on a single, more powerful host device.

Figure 1. Pre- and post-virtualization software environments. Courtesy VMware Inc.
This is possible is because the average server only operates at 5 to 15 percent of actual processing
capacity, yet still uses over 50 percent of the power it would require at full capacity. So while increasing
processor usage by performing more software operations drives up the power used by a host server, it does
so at a rate far less than having those processes on separate compute platforms.

Figure 2. Performance versus power requirements for HP DL 365 G5 computer with AMD Opteron 2384
processor. Image per test data from Standard Performance Evaluation Corporation. Copyright © 2007-2009
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However, virtualization also impacts the power chain in two somewhat contradictory ways. On the one
hand, thanks to their higher utilization rates, virtualization host servers typically put greater strain on
electrical circuits than conventional single-function servers. On the other hand, since virtualization usually
reduces the total number of servers in the data center, it generally lowers overall power and cooling
requirements, often leaving organizations saddled with excess capacity.

Figure 3. A pre-virtualization rack footprint with 240 servers, each supporting a single software application,
will require eight racks, each with 30 servers. Using a conservative virtualization average of four
applications per hardware server, with 13 percent of applications not eligible for virtualization, reductions of
60 percent in footprint and 50 percent in electrical power are attained.
Blade servers: By enabling multiple plug-and-play processing units to share common electrical feeds,
power supplies, fans, cabling and storage, blade servers help reduce data center floor space requirements
while enhancing IT agility. While overall power consumption relative to processing power is reduced, the
high compute density and extreme operating temperatures can push the actual power per enclosure up
more than threefold when compared with power and cooling requirements for conventional servers.
Cloud computing: In its “public” form, cloud computing is the leased delivery of applications and
infrastructure resources, such as processing power and storage, via the Internet. “Private” cloud
infrastructures employ the same architectures and standards as public clouds, but reside behind an
individual organization’s firewall. Both types of cloud typically utilize large numbers of commodity-priced
servers, potentially increasing both power and cooling requirements. Furthermore, many cloud
environments utilize redundancy schemes built around the software applications, rather that the physical
hardware and infrastructure.
Voice over IP/Power over Ethernet: Looking to trim additional operational expenses, more and more
companies are switching from traditional phone service to Internet-based “voice over IP” (VoIP) services. A
related technology called “power over Ethernet” (PoE) enables companies to provide electricity to VoIP
phones via network data connections, freeing up wall sockets and ensuring continued access to phone
service even when AC power is unavailable. Together, VoIP and PoE help organizations cut their
telecommunications bills, but they also place significant new burdens on data center power chains.
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For instance, since most people expect to have nonstop access to a dial tone, switching to VoIP obligates
IT departments to achieve similar levels of reliability on their network. Where 30 minutes of backup power
may have been adequate in the past, companies using VoIP may require over eight hours of runtime
instead, given the importance of dependable phone service in emergency situations.

Defining the Right-Sized Power Infrastructure
Technologies like those described above are a major reason why many companies find themselves today
with power infrastructures that are either too small or too big for their needs.
Organizations with an undersized power chain risk having insufficient electrical capacity for peak loads,
potentially leading to system shutdowns. Furthermore, if their data center architecture includes failover
capabilities, a serious outage in one part of the data center could overload power systems elsewhere. All of
that adds up to more downtime, lower employee productivity and reduced profitability. Meanwhile, an
undersized power infrastructure can also delay needed expansion for future growth, as companies must
make expensive and time-consuming power system upgrades before adding new hardware to their data
center.
Having too much power capacity, however, is no better than having too little. Organizations with excess
power resources waste money on procurement, maintenance and floor space, reducing funds available for
more strategic expenses. And since underloaded electrical and cooling systems tend to operate less
efficiently, an oversized power infrastructure can drive up energy costs.

Figure 4. Power usage per application over time and the influence of technologies such as virtualization.
2001 through 2009 power usage per “Final report to Microsoft Corporation and Intel Corporation:
ASSESSING TRENDS OVER TIME IN PERFORMANCE, COSTS, AND ENERGY USE FOR SERVERS,”
August 17, 2009.
Every company’s goal, then, should be right-sizing their power resources to match near-term needs. A rightsized power infrastructure:
•
•

Offers the highest possible efficiency for current operating levels
Provides sufficient capacity to handle peak demands and unexpected needs
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•
•
•

Eliminates unnecessary and wasteful capital and operating expenditures
Reduces your data center’s physical footprint, lowering construction and facility maintenance costs
Frees up money for more strategic IT investments

Note that a right-sized power infrastructure should be designed to support anticipated requirements over the
next three to five years maximum. Many IT and facilities managers believe that equipping their power chain
to support expected needs eight or ten years from now saves them money in the long run. Quite often,
however, the opposite is true. For example, few people could have anticipated five years ago that
virtualization would someday dramatically lower their power needs. As a result, many companies that built
growing room into their power infrastructure earlier in the decade now have more capacity than they may
ever require.
New technologies are likely to affect future energy needs in similarly unpredictable ways. Should energy
costs continue to climb, for instance, hardware makers may find innovative ways to reduce power usage
further. Likewise, new data center technologies barely in their infancy at present could someday help
businesses increase operational redundancy without adding power-hungry hardware. A right-sized power
infrastructure, therefore, focuses chiefly on today’s requirements, holding excess capacity to a minimum.

Finding the Right Size for Your Power Infrastructure
What constitutes a right-sized power infrastructure is different for every organization, and hinges above all
on your redundancy needs. These will vary based on your circumstances and industry. In the financial
services industry, for example, fortunes can be won or lost in an instant, so even momentary episodes of
downtime are unacceptable. A law firm, however, might have greater tolerance for brief outages.
The Uptime Institute, an independent research organization that serves owners and operators of enterprise
data centers, has defined four power system topologies that reflect varying redundancy requirements:
Tier
Tier I
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Notation
N

Description
Basic Site Infrastructure
• Single power delivery path
• Failure of any device in the path could
cause power disruption
• Proper maintenance requires at least
yearly load shutdown
• UPS sized only for the capacity of
load
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Downtime
28.8 hours
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Figure 5. Tier I power system from utility to IT equipment.

Tier
Tier II
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Notation
N+1

Description
Redundant Capacity
• Single power delivery path
• Redundancy in some components
reduces but doesn’t eliminate
possibility of a failure along the power
chain disrupting power
• Proper maintenance requires yearly
or more often load shutdown
• UPS sized to allow for one system to
be off and still supply power
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Downtime
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Figure 6. Tier II power system from utility to IT equipment.

Tier
Tier III
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Notation
N+N

Description
Concurrently Maintainable Site
Infrastructure
• Multiple power delivery paths
• Greater redundancy reduces but
doesn’t eliminate possibility of power
disruption should a device along the
power chain fail
• Redundant power paths allow
maintenance to be performed without
shutting down loads
• UPS and generators sized to allow for
one system to be off and still supply
power to the load
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Figure 7. Tier III power system from utility to IT equipment.
Tier
Tier IV
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Notation
2(N)

Description
Fault-Tolerant Site Infrastructure
• Multiple power delivery paths
• Failure of any device in either path
will not cause power disruption
• Redundant power paths allow
maintenance to be performed without
shutting down loads
• UPS and generators sized to allow for
one system to be offline for
maintenance or repair while the
second system supplies protected
power to the load
• All devices with similar function must
have physical separation so failure in
one path does not affect the
secondary path
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Figure 8. Tier IV power system from utility to IT equipment.
Generally speaking, the higher the tier, the more power resources you require. That is why it is imperative
that organizations weigh the additional costs of deploying a higher tier level design against their business
objectives and service level agreements (SLAs).
Power systems in a Tier I data center, for example, can safely operate at 80 or 90 percent capacity. In a
Tier II, or N+1, design however, power levels need to be below the point at which one system can be taken
off line for maintenance or repair, which can vary based on the building block sizes you chose for your
power systems. Power components in a Tier III data center, by contrast, normally operate at less than 50
percent capacity, but must have sufficient resources to operate at 100 percent in the event of a significant
outage where one power delivery path is down for maintenance or a failure. Tier IV data centers utilize the
same dual path power distribution scheme as Tier III designs, but both distribution paths have full backup
system capacity. This ensures continual operation even if one power system is off line and a utility power
outage occurs.
Your data center tier, then, provides the proper starting point for designing a right-sized power
infrastructure. You can employ a combination of the following techniques to further analyze your selection:
Deploy monitoring and metering software: Such systems collect power usage data on an ongoing basis,
enabling you to spot gaps between power capacity and consumption. You can also indentify seasonal shifts
in energy demand and project future power requirements based on the rate at which energy use is currently
increasing or decreasing.
Investigate future business needs: Be sure to discuss upcoming initiatives and projected application
needs with senior executives from your company’s business units, as these could produce unforeseen
spikes or dips in near-term energy needs.
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Study best practices and consult with peers: Estimating your power needs isn’t easy, but you needn’t
tackle it alone. Conferences, seminars and professional organizations offer excellent opportunities to see
how other companies in your industry size their power infrastructure.
Ask the experts: Hardware manufacturers and software vendors can often provide sizing tools for help in
evaluating power capacity requirements. If you work with a data center engineering firm, ask them how your
infrastructure compares with facilities at similar businesses.
Conduct a complete power chain audit: In cases where you already have an operational data center and
want or need to determine your current energy requirements, as well as plan for future goals, you should
conduct a power chain audit with the help of a certified power system engineer (PSE). An Eaton PSE, for
example, can help you:
•
•
•
•
•

Measure and benchmark your compliance with IEEE and related agency standards
Analyze every power system along your power chain, from AC entry point to critical load
Assess the performance, safety and resiliency of your power systems
Execute an electrical energy management study that identifies cost saving opportunities
Perform an electrical safety survey

Keeping Your Power Chain Right-Sized Over Time
Right-sizing your power infrastructure is not a one-time exercise. Once you’ve scaled your power chain
appropriately for near-term needs, you must keep it right-sized as business conditions change and new
technologies come into use. Employing modular data center design techniques, energy-efficient power
systems and disciplined power management processes can help you meet that challenge.

Figure 9. Sample illustration of a modular data center design concept.
Modular Data Center Architecture
Most data centers utilize a monolithic architecture in which centralized power resources support an entire
facility’s worth of computing infrastructure. However, IT and facilities managers are increasingly coming to
appreciate the wisdom of taking a more modular approach. A modular data center design segments IT
resources into functionally-specific zones, each with its own right-sized power systems. For example, a
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zone dedicated to core production servers might contain high-capacity, high-redundancy power
components, while a separate zone dedicated to test platforms might include fewer and less robust power
systems. Meanwhile, you might leave other zones completely empty to accommodate future growth, adding
appropriate power and cooling resources only as required.
The end result is a facility that meets capacity requirements efficiently, yet still has the flexibility to expand
as business needs dictate. No server in the data center receives more or less power than it needs, while
vacant parts of the building consume no power or cooling at all.
High-efficiency Power Equipment
With electricity costs steadily increasing in recent years, power equipment manufacturers such as Eaton
have been designing their newest products for maximum efficiency. Deploying such systems can help you
deliver more power to load points throughout the power infrastructure.
For example, Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) systems have traditionally offered extremely poor
efficiency at low loads. That can be a significant problem in today’s data centers, where a mission-critical
UPS is typically run at no more than 40 percent of capacity, to ensure proper levels of redundancy. Latestgeneration UPS products, however, offer markedly improved low-load efficiency. These higher levels of
efficiency have only been reachable with new advances in power electronics combined with topology
designs which eliminate the need for internal transformers. A typical transformer based UPS topology could
cause efficiency losses from three to five percent based on load. In addition, transformer based UPS may
also need an input filter circuit, which lowers the efficiency even more to reduce the input current
harmonics. The use of high-speed processors with advanced firmware and control algorithms allows today’s
newest products to select the operating mode best able to supply highest efficiency while protecting IT
equipment from utility grid anomalies. Eaton now offers over 10 large three-phase UPS sizes with
efficiencies over 95 percent, with loads on the output as low as 10 percent.

Figure 10. UPSs tend to be less efficient at light loads. New multi-mode UPSs can maintain very high
efficiency profiles even at low loads.

The upshot can be significant savings. A 10-year-old UPS in a one megawatt data center wastes roughly
150 kW of power and generates significant amounts of heat. Installing new UPS systems can free up as
much as 120 kW of that energy for other uses while lightening the load on your cooling systems. That
reduces operational expenses and can help you defer additional capital investments in power chain
resources.
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Figure 11. Technology advances have steadily improved UPS efficiency in the last three decades.

Modular Power Components
Power system scalability and flexibility is more important than ever today due to the latest advances in IT
platform scalability and mounting pressure to reduce energy costs. Eaton now offers a large number of both
single and three-phase UPS platforms that can be built up modularly. The smallest single-phase solutions
start with three kVA building blocks, while large, three-phase solutions max out with an 1100 kVA building
block that can be scaled to over 5 MVA. In addition, there are over 20 in-between building block sizes,
ensuring that whatever power requirements you may have, there is a system that fits your modular building
needs. Such an approach helps you keep power resources closely in sync with fluctuating power demands,
rather than build expensive surplus capacity in advance.
White space build-out power
required (kW or kVA)
4 step building block (kW or kVA)
2 step building block (kW or kVA)

50

100

10 to 15
25 to 30

20 to 30
50 to 60

250

500

1000

2000

3300

60 to 80 100 to 200 200 to 400 400 to 600 825 to 1100
120 to 150 250 to 300 500 to 600 1000 to 1100 1100* to 1700

* Largest known static Double Conversion UPS building block, rotary systems have larger capacitiies

Comparing costs for modular build-out plans or different redundancy designs
Over time, a build out of a modular data center typically costs more than if you built a full-capacity data
center on day one. However additional operational costs such as electrical costs, service and maintenance
costs, depreciation, and service contracts could offset that cost difference. And if the data center is never
taken to full operational capacity, the modular deployment will be an even better investment. As a general
rule of thumb, the final build-out costs for a modular approach could be 1.5 to 2 times more than if a fullyrated system is put in from day one. However, with proper planning, design and installation, that cost
differential can be decreased to a figure in the range of 1.3.
Another cost factor revolves around the redundancy levels that the data design will provide. The chart
below gives a basic cost relationship between building a simple “N” (capacity only) data center and building
a complex 2(N+1) design. It illustrates the importance of weighing the costs of downtime against your
business needs, to make sure that the extra costs of the highest reliability are justifiable.
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White space (raised floor) buildout power requirement
Power redundanacy level
UPS Module Size
(typically best cost point)
Total # of UPS modules
Total installed UPS capacity
Typical CAPEX cost multiplier
to raise redundancy level

500 kW

1000 kW

N

N+1

2(N)

2(N+1)

N

N+1

2(N)

2(N+1)

500

250

500

250

1000

500

1000

500

1
500

3
750

2
1000

6
1500

1
1000

3
1500

2
2000

6
3000

1

1.2

1.9

2.5

1

1.2

1.9

2.5

As seen above, the cost of additional reliability stays consistent even as the power requirement changes.
However, this trend does change in larger capacity systems where costs for switchgear and battery
systems can outweigh the cost of the base UPS system.
Today, manufacturers like Eaton are changing the way modularity is approached, by building modularity
into base UPS designs, rather than using “single power block” designs. This allows you to add a much
smaller redundant power building block, so that initial purchase costs and OPEX costs stay low. For
example, an 1100 kVA system comes with internal 275 kVA power blocks, so in an application needing only
800 kVA, one 1100 kVA system with four 275 kVA blocks can provide an 825 kVA (N+1) solution.
Managing power usage over time
The only way to ensure your power systems are operating at the levels they should be and your
requirements for redundancy aren’t compromised is to install power metering equipment. In addition, the
large amounts of data collected will probably require management software that can store readings, issue
alerts and forecast future demands or trends. Latest generation software can also compile comprehensive
reports and even break down power usage at a circuit level, if departmental billing of energy use is a
requirement.
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
(Basic)
(Intermediate)
(Advanced)
IT Equipment Power
UPS
PDU
Server,….
Measurement From…
Total Facility Power
Measurement From…

Data Center
input power

Data Center input less
Data Center input
shared HVAC, plus building
less shared HVAC
lighting, security…

Minimum Measurement
Interval

Monthly/Weekly

Daily
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Figure 12. Proper installation of metering devices allows organizations to compute their data center’s PUE.
The more meters you use, the more accurate your power consumption metrics will be. To collect and
analyze captured data, most organizations will require a high-performance data aggregation system.
You can also use data from monitoring systems to benchmark your power utilization against peer
organizations. The Green Grid, a technology industry consortium dedicated to raising data center efficiency,
has created a metric called Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE) that divides the total power entering an IT
facility (used for UPS’s, cooling, lights, transformers and security) by the total power the IT equipment in the
facility uses.

The result is a figure you can use to weigh your energy consumption against similar firms in your industry. If
your PUE is significantly higher than that of peers, it may be a sign that your power capacity has fallen out
of alignment with requirements.
Ideal PUE:
Target PUE:
Typical PUE:
Many PUE:
Google data center target
Source: Uptime Institute (2007)
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2.0
2.4 to 3.0
3.0 and higher
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Figure 13. Sample PUE readings for Google data centers. Image per Google Efficient Computing
(http://www.google.com/corporate/green/datacenters/measuring.html).
A variety of PUE-related resources are available on The Green Grid’s Web site, at www.thegreengrid.org.
The Green Grid is also working on newer and even more useful metrics that will measure power entering a
data center against computing output, helping IT and facilities managers more accurately assess what
they’re getting from the money they spend on energy.
Freeing Up Stranded Power Capacity
Identifying and eliminating energy waste in your data center can help you reduce your need for expensive
new power components. Simple techniques for finding such “stranded” pools of capacity include these:
Utilizing built-in server power management functionality: Newer server hardware and operating
systems typically include power management features that can deliver considerable energy savings without
impacting performance or responsiveness. For example, many late-model servers can automatically shift
processors into a low-power sleep state when they’re not needed. However, such features can’t cut your
power bills if you don’t use them, and all too many IT administrators neglect to enable them.
Shutting down “orphan” servers: Most data centers contain surprisingly large amounts of energyconsuming server hardware that no one uses anymore. In fact, a McKinsey and Company survey of four
data centers found that a full 32 percent of servers were at or below a shocking three percent utilization.
Finding and shutting down such “orphan” servers can lower wasteful power consumption significantly.
Raising temperature set points: For years, conventional wisdom has held that data center thermostats
should be set at roughly 68 to 72 degrees. According to recent studies by the American Society of Heating,
Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE), however, most data centers can safely operate at
temperatures as high as 80 degrees. Raising data center temperatures even a few degrees can save you
hundreds or many thousands of dollars a year, depending on the size of your facility.
Managing airflow: When rack power densities were only a couple of kW, air flow through the data center
wasn’t a concern. As servers became more power hungry and racks started approaching 5 to 6 kW per
rack, however, hot spots started appearing, and hot and cold isle air management control was
implemented. This worked acceptably, except in cases where excessive mixing of cold and hot air occurred.
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Today’s single blade server chassis, which are only 10U high, can consume more power than an entire rack
of the past, so new cooling techniques were needed. These included very costly in-row, overhead or back
door water or refrigerant-based cooling systems, among other options. While these may work, they
consume more power, and are still a costly approach to a simple problem that involves managing air flow
better. New designs using either the IT enclosure as a managed air flow platform or a group of racks as a
managed hot or cold air containment area are allowing data centers to build to the capacities they need,
while not wasting floor space and not wasting excessive energy.

Conclusion
The continued rise of virtualization, cloud computing and other popular new technologies is all but
inevitable. As a result, more and more organizations are likely to find themselves with a power infrastructure
that’s either inefficiently large or too small to ensure uninterrupted availability of mission-critical systems.
Moreover, if anything can be said with confidence about the future, it’s that technologies barely off the
drawing board today will have a similar impact on data center power chains tomorrow.
In light of these realities, the most prudent course of action for organizations looking to maximize efficiency
without impeding growth is to right-size their power infrastructure to match near-term energy needs.
Employing a modular data center architecture, utilizing energy-efficient power components and freeing up
stranded power capacity are just three of many techniques organizations can use to keep their power
systems right-sized even as their data centers adapt to new technologies and new business requirements.
Regardless of how you align power capacity and demand, though, starting the process right away is
essential. The sooner you right-size your power chain, the sooner your organization can begin trimming
waste and enjoying the bottom-line rewards of secure and continuous access to adequate energy supplies.

About Eaton
Eaton Corporation is a diversified power management company with 2008 sales of $15 billion, with
approximately 75,000 employees and customers in more than 150 countries.
Eaton is a global technology leader in electrical systems for power quality, distribution and control;
hydraulics components, systems and services for industrial and mobile equipment; aerospace fuel,
hydraulics and pneumatic systems for commercial and military use; and truck and automotive drivetrain and
powertrain systems for performance, fuel economy and safety.
Eaton manufactures sells and supports UPSs that meet the demands of today’s data center equipment. All
Eaton UPSs for data centers meet or exceed the specifications of IT power supply units for reliable, high
quality power. For more than 40 years—from the first commercial UPS to the modular Eaton BladeUPS for
high-density server environments and ultra-high-efficiency UPSs—Eaton has set the standard for power
protection and backup power.
In addition to UPSs, Eaton is your source for a comprehensive range of data center solutions, including
power distribution, power protection, rack enclosures and accessories for network closets, computer rooms
and data centers.
To find out more, visit www.eaton.com or call us at 800-356-5794.
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Tutorials on demand
Download Eaton white papers to learn more about technology topics or explain them to customers and
contacts. Maintenance bypass, paralleling, UPS topologies, energy management and more are demystified
in free white papers from our online library.
http://www.eaton.com/pq/whitepapers
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